
Submission re draft 2018 Healthy Waterways Strategy and 
associated Catchment Works Programs covering positioning 
and messaging in keeping with the collaborative process and 
diverse practical experience 

Please note: This is the third of three formal responses I have made to the Draft Healthy 
Waterways Strategy. This is also informed by the parallel Moonee Ponds Creek Catchment 
Collaboration and an historic academic interest in Dave Snowden’s Cynefin methodology 
introduced to both processes by Twyfords and consequent work with other Kororoit 
Institute associates taking an active interest in the process. It also draws on two practical 
applications of the collaboration through Friends of Maribyrnong Valley. 

Ongoing, expanding waterway collaboration with impact 

The unambiguous commitment to continuity of collaboration by resourcing facilitation et 
al is most important: “This draft Healthy Waterways Strategy proposes that Melbourne 
Water facilitates the establishment of collaborative implementation forums to support 
work towards the goals of this draft Strategy in each catchment and at the regional level “. 
(Draft Strategy p.103) 

This moves the challenge to expanding the buy in. It was pleasing to see full participation 
from VicRoads at the most recent Maribyrnong and Werribee collaborations I attended. 
Like other largish institutional participants, the next challenge is to enable those who have 
participated to expand identification with that collaboration within their organisations. 

Box ticking is an increasingly contested administrative tool, but one of my main motivators 
throughout the process, following successes and failures discussed below, is for Healthy 
Waterways Strategy compliance to be mandated across and beyond Melbourne Water’s 
other functions to other governmental and private operations which engage catchment 
hydrological processes. Monitoring such may be a role for an enhanced EPA with a specific 
hydrological brief as well as for DELWP’s planning function. 

Promoting the foundational message tracing ocean pollution back to our bays, waterways, 
urban and agricultural drains, hardened surface runoff and the full water cycle should 
encourage wider acceptance of the need for collaboration and compliance. While there will 
continue to see resistance to both collaborative engagement and to enforcement measures, 
there is opportunity to encourage early collaborative participation as the way to work with 
rather than resist Healthy Waterways Strategy objectives. 

Wins and losses: City of Moonee Valley Integrated Waterways 

Bounded in the west by the Maribyrnong and the east by Moonee Ponds Creek, the City of 
Moonee Valley opted to form an Integrated Waterways Advisory Committee (IWAC) which 
met bimonthly under Cr Shirley Cornish through the life of the 2012-2016 Council. I 
attended its third meeting as proxy and was persuaded to continue, wearing yet another 
hat, and recognising that we were assembling some serious waterways knowledge in one 
relatively small group. While we operated under the standard administrative regime of 
council advisory committees, we weren’t backward in taking some initiative and this fitted 
well with the efforts of then Conservation Ranger Michelle Gooding who was accelerating 



Moonee Valley’s journey away from the aversion to environmental water that had plagued 
its forerunner City of Essendon. 

The contextual knowledge IWAC brought to council was one thing, but we were repaid in 
both technical and local knowledge with presentations by specialists associated with 
various projects, especially stormwater, and visits to places we may have known but were 
newly looking at through eyes informed by knowledge of what was under the ground that 
may eventually see daylight. We saw what was being achieved through new appreciation of 
environmental water in places from the compact but environmentally significant Napier 
Park where temporary storage smooths runoff peaks, to high impact Afton Street Wetlands 
also used to irrigate sports fields by pumping up the hill. Particularly through Blackbird 
Captain Peter Somerville OAM and local historical society convenor Elaine Brogan OAM, 
IWAC was never short of advice nor interest in heritage and big picture issues. 

Then newly constructed swale on old drainage line at Napier Park looks much greener now. Some of the celebration of 
the centenary of renaming the Maribyrnong was on The Blackbird. Ribbon cutting at the brand new shared user path 
(and pipe) bridge over Steele Creek. Concept plan for Aberfeldie Park Wetland “subject to future funding”. 

The need to improve collaboration within Melbourne Water and for all projects to be 
checked against HWS criteria was underlined by a project typical of those that reached 
IWAC and have continued to go direct to Friends groups since. It was a clearly needed end 
of life replacement of a water supply main which crossed Steele Creek where a footbridge 
had been installed above the pipe. We received the siloed engineering plan that would have 
lifted away the footbridge while the work was done and returned it when finished. Beyond 
his role as former long-serving secretary of Friends of Moonee Ponds Creek, Frank 
Kinnersley is equally engaged with active transport and shared use trails in particular. 



Frank was well aware that the old footbridge had come to connect two sections of modern 
shared trail and so already in need of an upgrade. Given that knowledge, IWAC jacked up, 
insisting the proposal wasn’t good enough, shaming the interested parties into sitting 
down together and finding the relatively tiny amount of extra money needed to meet both 
needs together and without unreasonable delay to the pipeline project. 

Not even IWAC could slow every engineering roller coaster and much of our work was in 
support of planning processes with longer lead times. So after we had been fully engaged in 
planning for a new wetland to intercept storm water from the big drain under Aberfeldie 
Park, when we first learnt of a proposed second major drain in much the same location 
across the same park, just to serve the impervious surface–induced runoff growth a couple 
of streets over. By the time the new drain project reached IWAC it was running on 
autopilot, save for a question of whether to have a “bubbler” within the park or continue 
underground to the river. Nobody driving it was interested in seeing what might be gained 
by integrating it with the proposed wetland, which was bypassed and remains maybe still a 
decade away from getting budget. But one other big ticket planning process did get an 
advance tick from IWAC: Chain of Ponds. 

Melbourne Emergence Meetup: engagement methodologies 

At the outset both Moonee Ponds Creek and the Maribyrnong Catchment Collaborations 
engaged Twyfords as facilitators, coaching those with ongoing responsibility in the Cynefin 
methodology of Dave Snowden, the same Dave Snowden who had been party to the start of 
Melbourne Emergence Meetup which an old colleague and I joined around 2006 and 
would eventually inherit organiser responsibilities for due to our interests in complex 
systems. The Meetup begat Kororoit Institute which identifies serving the growth areas to 
the west of Melbourne in its primary purpose. KI continues to organise the Meetup and 
over the years has become involved in issues of public space planning in conjunction with 
community groups with whom we share some common membership. We sometimes host 
public Meetups which we promote more widely, including in 2013 one with Dave Snowden 
on a return visit. So it was automatic to dedicate our July 2017 Meetup to the initial 
experience of the two collaborations making practical use of Cynefin. And with another 
member recently lodging his PhD thesis on the history of Melbourne’s waterways, there 
have been further opportunities to focus on related issues over the intervening months. 

I fully recognise the degree of difficulty involved in taking on such a, lets be frank, anti-
managerial approach as the Cynefin methodology, in particular selling it up the chain. 
However it is necessary to be sufficiently radical to tackle the irreducibly complex issues of 
just the hydrological systems of a major urban/peri-urban catchment, so unsurprising that 
Twyfords have turned their coaching in such a tight corner into a business. It is important 
to accept that there are no magic bullets for getting effective stakeholder engagement in 
issues as complex and at the broader public level poorly understood issues as waterways. 
Cynefin has been particularly useful in being up front about the complexities and in 
encouraging ongoing review of earlier choices in the face of what is found further down the 
path. The latter is the antithesis of the press-on-at-all-costs methodology of infrastructure 
megaprojects from the moment they gain a political nod, a topic I should not expand on 
here, save to note that it continues to cost good people time they would rather be putting 
into better projects. (Preparing and presenting to the West Gate Tunnel EES IAC last 
August-September was an unwelcome intrusion into my participation in HWS Refresh, but 
that project is also a major disruptor of both the Maribyrnong and Moonee Ponds Creek, so 
I could not avoid a sense of responsibility to share our learnings from the East West 
campaign with the newly outraged community more directly impacted by this new mess.) 



At least the Moonee Ponds Creek Catchment Collaboration afforded the reach targeted by 
several distributary bridges a site visit with participation from the project proponents. 

It was a privilege to be able to throw myself into both Moonee Ponds Creek and the 
Maribyrnong Catchment Collaborations, having a long history of miserable attempts at 
community engagement to refer back to plus at least some which justified mention when 
asked specifically about comparators at the fourth umbrella Co-lab in the familiar territory 
of Donkey Wheel House. Beyond IWAC mentioned above, my best other experiences have 
been with the Great Ocean Road Coast Committee as a member of two community 
reference groups. The first was to produce GORCC’s Coastal Management Plan and it 
wasn’t a specific methodology that made it good as much as that it was run in house with 
all the knowledge retained and not just the final plan which itself became a measuring stick 
for all others. It is now at refresh stage with those still available from the old CRG in by 
default. The second was to develop a specification for Point Grey redevelopment given that 
the new pier had been delivered and the old fishing coöperative facilities had no obvious 
ongoing function. Our specification became a brief for an international architectural 
competition and we are now in a community response phase with respect to the winning 
consortium’s design, a drop in session for which provided an opportunity for time with the 
Chairman, CEO and PR person in the DELWP 8 Nicholson Street Foyer on Wednesday and 
a couple more little tasks once I’ve finalised this one. The Chain of Ponds process was also 
praiseworthy, not for method as much as responsiveness including the highly encouraging 
step, shared with HWS Refresh, of treating community as just more stakeholders. 

A very early Catchment Collaboration slide speaks Kororoit Institute’s language. Point Grey redevelopment site on 
Queens Birthday holiday. Black swans are used to symbolise the uncertainty of complex systems and this one’s image 
from Jawbone Reserve has been adopted by KI. Lower Moonee Ponds Creek remains an infrastructure target zone. 

Tunnel construction will close lower Creek for four years



So how did HWS Refresh measure up as a collaboration and engagement process? For me 
it started stronger than it finished, though long before that it had achieved admirable 
engagement which largely carried through a period when it seemed to get a bit harder. 
That may not do justice to some of the working groups that were spawned, in part because 
their timing in the Maribyrnong Catchment Collaboration clashed with West Gate Tunnel 
hearings so I could not commit, but also to me because it seemed to get a bit caught up in 
the tension between genuine collaboration and traditional governance so a lot of good 
people found themselves putting their energies into an area we should be seeking to 
minimise. Yes, I well understand how pervasive authorisation and compliance have 
become through all levels of government and that we can’t expect to be able to break out 
unilaterally, but to me a governance strategy would have been more about taming the beast 
than making ourselves more easily digestible. 

The other measure is the draft Strategy and Catchment Works Programs in which 
significant parts look like a copy and paste framework into which insufficient detail has 
been added. It reeks of being overrun by time pressures. Sure not many will want to check 
as many details as I did, but the risk is worse that when somebody checks the one place 
they really care about it comes up as short as Jawbone Reserve, the great attractor of a 
Labor leadership base (Kirner and Bracks), getting the Kalkallo Wetland map. It does not 
give confidence that there is a strong layer of useful detail below that appearing in the 
drafts which is the main reason I bothered with two earlier submissions and three other 
sections of this one. They are packed with information that should ultimately be accessible 
by digging. But yes, curation is hard work, but even more so when it falls back to a small 
dedicated team. The obvious counter example is Wikipedia where the work is done by 
those who care enough and procedures for sorting corner cases have long been worked on. 
In that area, one other example of productive engagement processes is relevant: Mark 
Elliot of Collabforge whose challenging PhD thesis was on Stigmergic Collaboration. 

At an early session I made a forceful point about the whole notion of priority waterways 
being problematic which Helen van den Berg backed up with a suggestion that it must 
instead be about waterways priorities, Rob Considine picking up on that and explored it 
with us more deeply in a meeting at Helen’s. Yet “priority waterways” are mentioned in the 
first two of three Targets under “Economic Values”; for litter removal under “Stormwater 
quality”; six rivers and creeks singled out in the Werribee Catchment re threat of erosion; 
obviously not a disastrous total but a sign that the message wasn’t universally received. 

Opportunity seized: abandoned Industrial 1 rezoning C188 Part 2 

In the context of new Brimbank councillors visiting the confluence of Deep and Jacksons 
Creeks where they form the Maribyrnong a few weeks before, and the first Maribyrnong 
Catchment Collaboration session only days earlier, wearing the St. Albans History Society 
hat inherited from my mother, I was flicking through the 142 items of a City of Brimbank’s 
proposed C188 omnibus anomalies planning amendment on 26 April 2018 and noticed 
one item proposing to extend the Industrial 1 zoning of a portion of 2-22 Sunshine Avenue, 
Kealba, across both titles extending right to the bank of the river. It didn’t look right and 
did look like something Friends of Maribyrnong Valley could take an interest in and I 
gained formal support to draft a submission a couple of weeks later, commencing visits to 
adjacent vantage points with camera in hand and starting some research, initially with a 
tight deadline for response but one that eventually blew out leaving time to dig deeper as 
further questions emerged. 



Having met Brimbank’s Strategic Planner to advise of our intent to lodge and been 
encouraged that they were not entirely comfortable with the proposal, and conveniently 
add the then mayor who was coincidentally in the vicinity, we lodged a submission which 
we naively hoped might lead to clarification and collaborative refinement. Instead council 
resolved to split C188 into two parts, Part 1 being the other 141 items which were not being 
contested, though we had made reference to a comparatively minor quibble with another 
item proposing rezoning of a sliver of escarpment owned by VicTrack, and with a Planning 
Panel requested to consider the singular Part 2. 

First look at the overburden slope was from the other side of E J Whitten Bridge. Later telephoto shots from Brimbank 
Park showed well buffered industrial operations and worrying signs of erosion of the overburden slope. 

The HWS Catchment Collaboration facilitated an introduction to Stacey Rees and Bruce 
Rush and Melbourne Water not just exercising their right but getting deeply involved, 
engaging well qualified Counsel Emma Peppler. In parallel the foundations of the Rivers of 
the West campaign were being built and Helen van den Berg who had joined with me at a 
Collaboration session on the “priority waterways” concern mentioned earlier was a key 
driver, so Friends of Steele Creek also joined the Panel process. We sought and obtained a 
Direction for a site visit for all parties a week ahead of the first day of the scheduled 
hearing which made finalisation of FMV’s presentation a battle against time. I saw signs of 
site workers taking a responsible interest in the conditions of the riparian margin and the 
overburden stockpile pushing down on it, but nothing to erase the impression that there 
were deep legacy issues underneath, more in need of inspiration than adjudication. 

Well aware at one level of the context of River Valley estate and Solomon Heights beyond 
the Ring Road and freight rail bridges, there was still plenty of planning history to be 
absorbed during final preparations for and the conduct of the Panel hearing. From the 



underdone 2009 Brimbank Escarpment Study confined to just the area between Orbital 
Drive, Kealba, and the Balfour Avenue alignment river side of Solomon Heights, to more 
recent Cultural Management Plans that incorporated more useful representations of both 
narrow and wider context. These led to realisation that the aforementioned bridges are 
where they are because the valley is at its narrowest and a natural choke point potentially 
slowing release from the natural retarding basin around Keilor Village for flood events a lot 
bigger than anything seen since the area provided routes to acquire the riches of the 
Victorian Volcanic Plains and soon after the Goldfields. The volcanic narrowing of this 
stretch of valley was also the source of the heavily quarries basalt along the Brimbank side. 

Emma Peppler, Zoe Samson and Bruce Rush on the Planning Panel’s site inspection tour. Telephoto shot reveals basalt 
in river is remains of a structure that local history suggests was associated with the Dodd-Delahey property now part 
of Brimbank Park and names featured in my mother’s book Pubs, Punts and Pastures. 

The Panel accepted our central argument that given the planning policy changes flowing 
from the 2017 Yarra Act, extending Industrial 1 zone to the river’s edge was not 
appropriate and recommended amendment C188 Part 2 be abandoned. The Panel report 
canvassed an alternative way forward, as had Barro Group’s Expert Witness Michael 
Barlow in his evidence, while none of us other parties wanted to preempt anticipated policy 
clarification. Faced with a time limit for responding to the Panel recommendation, 
Brimbank’s planning department prepared a report for Council recommending that the 
Panel report be disregarded and the amendment go ahead as originally proposed, leaning 
on the narrow Environmental Significance and Land Subject to Inundation Overlays that 
are in place to block construction in the riparian margin. I was advised of this late on the 
evening of Friday, 13th July, with it going to Council’s meeting on the Tuesday and putting 
back a proper start on drafting this submission by those four days. 

Ultimately and with no time for formal endorsement, I was able to draft a strong enough 
two page letter over the weekend and supportive councillors worked with Planning to word 
an alternate motion accepting the Panel recommendation, the final point of which defines 
a constructive way forward which gained unanimous support from the elected councillors: 

e. Refers future strategic planning work to inform a further potential amendment in relation to 
2–22 Sunshine Avenue, Kealba, to Council’s annual budget process, and that any future 
strategic planning work be undertaken in consultation with stakeholders, including the 
property owner, Friends of Maribyrnong Valley and Rivers of the West. 

FMV President Judy Ingram has in the interim been working on riparian protection with 
councillors and Pace Developers who recently acquired the as yet undeveloped southern 



section of River Valley estate. This transaction has also returned focus to the long stalled 
northern stages of River Valley, some of which have required EPBC attention along with an 
adjacent section of the even more complicated Solomon Heights estate as long surviving 
remnants of the Victorian Volcanic Plains with significant Spiny Rice Flower numbers a 
second trigger and greater detailing of plans for the central portion of the area that my two 
pager recommended for “a proper strategic planning process (to be) undertaken for the 
Brimbank side of the valley between the boundary with the City of Maribyrnong and 
Brimbank Park”. The day after the Council resolution was fortuitously FMV’s annual “VIP” 
planting day which provided opportunity to bring Brimbank and Moonee Valley 
environmental officers into the loop. 

The parcel recently sold to Pace Developers is immediately left/south of the area outlined in this updated master plan. 

Shallows of Deep Creek: surface water entitlement trading 

Knowing bits of it from weekend drives with my Master Plumber maternal grandfather, my 
own youngish adult explorations and more recent Lancefield connections, I tried to take 
some interest in Deep Creek through the Maribyrnong Catchment Collaboration, 
acknowledging its lower population density. Then at the last moment it came home to 
roost after a friend spotted a local paper Public Notice from Southern Rural Water re the 
Permanent Transfer of Surface Water within the Maribyrnong River Basin. Being well 
aware of the impact of usually half empty private dams on depressed flows after initial rain 
events, and of a low level of community engagement with lowest Deep Creek, I again got an 
ok from Friends of Maribyrnong Valley to make a quick submission. This unsurprisingly 
had no impact on the outcome but did provide a few more lessons on top of those picked 
up during the Water for Victoria policy development process. 



Team from Melbourne Water braved cold wind to staff a Listening Post at Lancefield Farmers Market last July as a 
reminder that the lands northeast of Mt. Macedon are part of the Maribyrnong catchment, a kink in the Great Divide. 
Days earlier and warmer, local community leader and friend from Cumberland River provided a tour of Deep Creek 
wrapping around the town, crossing roads north (pic), east and west. Schooldays swimming spot on Deep Creek at 
Bulla Bridge three weeks after significant rain event. Dam on Deep Creek hidden between Loemans Road and end of 
east-west runway, surface water entitlements from which were recently transferred 15 straight line km upstream. 

I was asked to author Friends of Moonee Ponds Creek’s submission to Water for Victoria 
and made a separate personal submission with references across the state, drawing on 
learnings from my paternal grandparent’s irrigated orchard at Kyabram, long summers 
and more on the Otway coast and a personal program of visiting anywhere I could get to by 
V/Line since getting a seniors card. In that submission I expressed concern that the kind of 
water entitlement trading regime that could work in and between major irrigation areas 
north of the divide might not fit as well in the south given the fracturing by urban 
expansion and the bays. Relying on an office in Warrnambool to make good decisions re 
Deep Creek in quest of state policy consistency seems a fool’s errand. There are very 
relevant reasons for “boundary crossing” featuring in my email sig. 

Last century, after Donnybrook Cricket Club joined the then Essendon, Broadmeadows 
and Keilor Cricket Association, my administrative role sometimes had me turning right 
from Mickleham Road into Donnybrook Road and admiring the downslope agricultural 
panorama to the northeast. That panorama is now being taken over by new housing estates 
with the ridge line of Mickleham Road and Old Sydney Road dividing the Deep and Merri 
Creek catchments north of where Moonee Ponds Creek catchment pinches out. Turning 
that corner next summer, the new surface water pump would be less than 2 km over my 
shoulder, and with the loss of permeable surface in the new residential estates ahead 
causing major stormwater issues. These include a specific local problem with fine 



particulate sediment that 
does not get time to settle 
out and is already 
significantly degrading the 
Kalkallo Creek 
subcatchment and parallel 
systems. So it might only 
take a short pipe and a 
sedimentation wetland to 
supply any amount of water 
to the other side of the 
ridge line rather than 
drawing any more from the 
Deep Creek shallows. While 
we can’t expect 
Warrnambool to be across 
such possibilities, crossing 
the boundary between the 
designated Maribyrnong/
Deep Creek and Yarra/
Merri catchments can be 
almost as difficult, even 
while Deep and Merri, and 
Warrnambool, are all 
within the Victorian 
Volcanic Plains. 

The once-was-rural Merri Creek 
catchment is one of the better 
quality maps from the Yarra 
Catchment Works Program.


